This paper explains the process of using neural networks, as one of numerous data mining techniques, for the classification of electricity consumers. The processed data comprised more than a million recordings of electricity consumption for 21,643 consumers over the period of four years and eight months. Using a data subset (70% of the entire dataset), the network was trained for the classification of consumers according to the type of the electric meter they possess (single-rate or dual-rate) and the zone they live in (city or village). The network input data in both cases included: consumer code, reading period from-to, current and previous meter reading for both low and high tariff, dual and single rate tariff consumption for that period and their total amount, as independent variables, whereas the network output comprised dependent variable classes (zone or type of electric meter). The results show that a network created in this way can be trained so well that it achieves high precision when evaluated using the test dataset. Using the available recordings about electricity consumption, the type of the electric meter consumers possess and the zone they live in can be predicted with the accuracy of 77% and 82%, respectively. These findings can provide the basis for further research using other data mining techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Data mining has emerged as a result of the attempts to find more effective ways of dealing with ever-growing amounts of stored data. The appropriate use of data can be highly beneficial, and data mining is primarily aimed at discovering patterns among seemingly completely unrelated data. Depending on the problem that should be solved, the volume of available data, and the format in which results should be reported, one of numerous data mining techniques can be selected.
Data mining is commonly considered a multidisciplinary field [1] , which has been proven by its applications in various areas. It is used for research purposes in economics, for testing security systems and discovering elements that affect their performance [2] , for education-related purposes [3] , for increasing IT efficiency and solving problems of storing huge sets of data, as well as the problems of transferring, processing and analyzing data using Internet of Things [4] , and even for making predictions about the risk of falling off a bike [5] , or about the result of a football match [6] . Furthermore, data mining techniques can be used to analyze electricity consumption in order to design more efficient electric power distribution systems that would meet specific consumers" needs [1] , or to compare the electricity consumption during different seasons, national holidays, etc. [7] . Moreover, these techniques can be used for consumer clustering based on the amount of consumed electricity, taking into account weather conditions and other factors [8] , as well as for shortterm and long-term planning and predictions of electricity demand, but also for predictions of potential electricity theft and misuse [9, 10 , 11, 12] . The authors of [13] , for instance, developed a model for the detection of two types of illegal electricity consumption (entire or partial) using the combination of classification methods and the Levenberg-Marquardt method in smart grid. Drawing upon the knowledge bases providing information on the existing medium voltage electricity consumers, the authors of [14] endeavored to identify typical characteristics and load profiles of consumers in order to ensure successful predictions and classification of new consumers, whereas the aim of [15] was to perform the classification and categorization of the existing consumers based on the characteristics of the electricity consumption.
This paper focuses on the classification of electricity consumers based on two different criteria: the type of the electric meter they possess and the zone they live in. An extremely huge dataset was used for the purpose of the research, exceeding a million recordings, in order to ensure higher precision of the obtained results. Such results may serve as a basis and inspiration for future research.
One of the greatest data mining challenges is the selection of the appropriate algorithm. Unlike other fields (e.g. statistics), data mining allows the simultaneous use of several different techniques, and the applied algorithms are tested using a data subset (commonly referred to as the test dataset) before selecting the one that yields the most reliable results.
In this paper, the emphasis is placed on solving the problem of classification using neural networks as a type of supervised learning. The aim of the research is to find out whether neural networks can be used for the classification of electricity consumers based on several different criteria. The very fact that the given classes might not be clearly partitioned, i.e. the fact that they might be intertwined regarding the type of the meters and the zone where they are installed, makes the research all the more interesting. It also makes it more complicated for the algorithm itself to spot and make the differences.
METHODOLOGY
The target dataset included the information about electricity consumers on the territory of the City of Užice during the period of four years and eight months, i.e. from January 2014 to August 2018.
The observed geographical area, i.e. the consumers on the territory under the jurisdiction of the electricity distribution company of the City of Užice -ED Užice, can be classified into several basic categories. One classification may be performed on the grounds of the place where the meters are installed, i.e. whether they are in urban or rural areas, which is an interesting classification criterion. On the other hand, there are two types of electric meters, single-rate and dual-rate ones, and the above-mentioned zones usually differ with respect to these types, i.e. most single-rate meters are installed in rural areas, though this is not a rule, not universally true. Therefore, it might be interesting to perform such a classification.
The target dataset comprised 1,048,575 readings for a total of 21,643 consumers. The analyzed data included: the consumer category, the zone where consumers live, the information whether they possess a single-rate or dual-rate meter, meter readings at the beginning and end of each month for the single rate or both rates, as well as the month (the billing period), and the total electricity consumption for both rates, expressed in kWh.
This dataset had a special target variable, which became its class attribute. Due to the fact that classes were determined by the user, this type of learning is called supervised learning [16] , which implies that the training dataset is used to train a neural network, which is subsequently validated using the test dataset. The data were processed and the neural network created using the R program language, i.e. in the R Studio. After importing the dataset into the R Studio working environment, and before activating the neural network algorithm, it was necessary to perform the data preprocessing. As the used dataset contained different types of data (numeric data, strings, dates, etc.), the process of data normalization was performed and all the data transformed into numeric values belonging to the 0-1 range, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. Preprocessing also implied the differentiation between relevant data and those insignificant for the desired analysis, and it was followed by the classification into two groups, the training and test datasets.
For the training of the neural network, 70% of the data (734,003 precisely) were selected using the accidental sampling method, whereas the remaining data (314,572) were used for the purpose of testing the model (the test dataset). After the removal of irrelevant and redundant attributes, and the selection of the classification variable, the neural network algorithm was activated. The input data fed into the activation function included: the dependent variable, independent variables, the target set (i.e. the data subset used to train the network), the selected algorithm, the number of neural network training repetitions, the decision whether the output would be printed and how, the threshold value, and the number of hidden layers, if any. While training a neural network, the results were printed and the network diagram, as shown in Figure 1 , was created, showing the input and output values, as well as hidden layers. Moreover, the values of attribute weights in a layer (layers) can be seen.
Fig. 1 Diagram of trained neural network
All the data "learnt" in the previous process (with the exception of the classification variable) were evaluated using the test dataset. A table containing the predicted and actual values was created, showing the network prediction accuracy. Finally, the confusion matrix was used to summarize the values of all correct and incorrect predictions [17, 18] . A typical confusion matrix is shown in Table 1 . TP  true positive: the model correctly predicts the positive class (we predicted "yes", and it is "yes"), TN  true negative: the model correctly predicts the negative class (we predicted "no", and it is "no"), FP  false positive: the model incorrectly predicts the positive class (we predicted "yes", but it is "no"), FN  false negative: the model incorrectly predicts the negative class (we predicted "no", but it is "yes") [16, 14] .
Given a confusion matrix, other measures such as accuracy, precision (p) and recall/sensitivity (r) can be calculated using equations 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
(1)
Although, theoretically speaking, there is no correlation between precision and recall, in practice, a high level of precision is almost always achieved at the expense of recall, and the maximum recall is achieved at the expense of precision. Which of these two measures is more important mostly depends on the nature of the application. Very often, when a single metric is needed for the comparison of different classifiers, the F-score (also known as F 1 -score) is used (4) [17] :
.
The F score is the harmonic mean of precision (p) and recall (r). The harmonic mean of a pair of numbers strongly tends towards the lower one. Therefore, in order to get high F 1 -score, both p and r values must be high. There is another measure, known as the precision and recall breakeven point. The breakeven point is a point at which precision equals recall (p=r). It implies that different cases can be classified based on their probability of being positive. If this point cannot be found, the interpolation must be performed, using an interpolation method [17] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The paper presents the results of the analysis of two different examples of prediction. The research was carried out using the same dataset, but different dependent (class) variables. The aim of the first analysis was to build a neural network that would predict whether electricity consumers possess a single-tariff or dual-tariff electric meter, whereas the aim of the second one was to predict in which zone the consumers live.
Classification of consumers according to type of meter they possess
In order to solve this problem, two classes of the dependent variable -"TYPE_OF_ELECTRIC_METER" were defined. A single-tariff meter was labelled "0", and a dual-tariff meter was labelled "1". The normalization of data was done at the beginning of the research. Table 2 shows the data subset before, and Table 3 shows the same subset after the normalization process. In this example, the independent variables included: CONSUMER, ZONE, PERIOD_FROM, PERIOD_TO, CURRENT_READING_LR, PREVIOUS_READING_LR, DUALrate_tariff.LR, PREVIOUS_READING_HR, CURRENT_READING_HR, SINGLErate_tariff.HR, TOTAL_BOTH_TARIFFS. A little more than 70% of the data were used as the training dataset, and the remaining percentage served as the test dataset. After the completion of the learning process, which was performed using the training dataset, the neural network was created, as shown in Figure 2 . Finally, it was necessary to test the performance of the model obtained using the training dataset and determine the neural network accuracy by comparing these results with the data from the test group. First, the dependent variable was removed from the test dataset and the predictor variable was determined. Then the predicted values were compared with the actual ones, and ultimately, the confusion matrix was created, providing an overview of true, false, positive and negative results. The confusion matrix is shown in Table 4 . Based on the data provided in the confusion matrix and the conclusions drawn, the accuracy of this specific model was calculated using equation 1, as well as its precision (p) using equation 2, sensitivity (r) using equation 3, and F 1 -score (equation 4):
. For detailed information, please see Table 6 .
Classification of consumers according to zone they live in
In the second example, the same dataset was used for the classification according to the zone where consumer live (urban zonethe class labeled "0", rural zonethe class labeled "1") in order to predict whether a consumer lives in an urban or in a rural zone. Exactly 70% of the data were used as the training, and the remaining 30% were used as the test dataset. Again, the normalization of data was done, and the neural network created, as shown in Figure 3 . After creating the network, the results were compared with the data from the test group, and their correlation was reported using the confusion matrix, as shown in Table 5 . Based on these data, the accuracy of this specific model was calculated using equation 1, as well as its precision (p), sensitivity (r) and F 1 -scoreusing equations 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
. Given the confusion matrix, other measures can be calculated in addition to the above-mentioned ones. This can also be done using some ready-made software available on the Internet. An example of such software is available at the following address: http://onlineconfusionmatrix.com/ [19]. The measures obtained using this software for the examplesdescribed in sections 3.1 and 3.2 are given in Table 6 . 
CONCLUSION
According to the available literature, data classification via neural networks is one of the most commonly used techniques for processing huge datasets. This technique was used to obtain the results reported in this paper. The results can be further processed for different purposes. Given the fact that a large dataset was dealt with, the results should provide a clear and unambiguous picture of the research.
In the first example, the classification of electricity consumers according to the type of the meter they possess was performed. The accuracy of the predicted data was 77%, and the precision was 65%, which is a satisfactory result.
In the example relating to the predictions according to the zone consumers live in, high precision was achieved as well. The accuracy of 82% and precision of 90% are highly satisfactory. The high precision and favorable F 1 -scores indicate that the learning was successfully done, and it can be concluded that the algorithm can provide reliable results regarding the prediction of the zone consumers live in as well.
While processing different examples using the same dataset, with the same dependent and independent variables, some adjustments of the basic network parameters such as the number of hidden layers and threshold, were performed, but it turned out that these parameters did not significantly affect the final values, and therefore the results are not reported herein.
Based on the obtained results, it can be concluded that this learning model can be used reliably enough to predict the type of the electric meter electricity consumers possess, as well as whether they live in an urban or rural area.
This paper presents only a segment of the research and the results obtained, which will provide the basis for further research using some other methods and algorithms, and it will be described in the future papers.
